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Abstract. The realization purpose of art design is tomeet people’s aesthetic needs
and functional use needs. With the rapid development of computer technology,
image processing technology has brought a new development direction for art
design. By applying image processing technology in artistic design, the artificial
intelligence of artistic design can be enhanced while improving the real-time pro-
cessing ability of artistic design. The image processing technology in art design is
mainly divided into two kinds: one is the image noise reduction technology, which
can purify the image and effectively enhance the information expression ability
of the image. The second is image fusion filtering technology, image fusion filter
technology can be through wavelet noise reduction or median filter noise reduc-
tion, to realize the tracking and recognition function of image information, and
correct image features, detection and analysis of image features. The final test
results also proved that the art design system based on image processing tech-
nology has stronger human-computer interaction performance. Therefore, the art
design system based on image processing technology itself has a certain artificial
intelligence, and compared with the traditional art design system, more targeted.
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1 Introduction

Through the image processing technology, the color difference compensation method
can be used to balance and repair the image brightness, or the pixel quantitative tracking
method can be used to fuse the image, or to reduce the noise for the image [1]. These
are the operations belonging to the image processing module in the art design system.
To design the art design system in the Maplnfo software development platform, you
can selectively utilize Creator and Face Tools, and realize the image processing and
develop the main interface of the art design system [2]. In addition. Map Texture can
also choose the mapping mode and image processing type function, and by loading the
image processing algorithm, the art design system system of embedded Linux can be
designed [9].

1. Design of the image processing algorithm.
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Forwavelet noise reduction processing and fusion combinedwith pixel quantification
tracking method, the characteristics of the image in the art design area grid are expressed
through the following equations:

Wij(x, y) = Gij(x, y)
nx∑

i=1

nx∑

i=1
Gij(x, y) + ε

(1)

where Gij(x, y) is the template distribution center moment of the rectangular block with
(xij, yij) as the fusion area, using the pixel tag to get the edge contour line:

Gij(x, y) = exp

(

− (x − xij)2 + (y − yij)2

2σ 2

)

(2)

In the process of 3D geometric model art image design, need to convert different
angles, rebuild the image adjacent element matrix, and the x axis and y axis parallel to
the image plane axis, through the high order features of fusion data D (p), and using
wavelet noise reduction technology for image noise reduction processing, the wavelet
mother wavelet noise reduction is:

Qw(a, b, f ) =
∑

w∈W
c(w)(λ(w)Q0(a, f |w ) + (1 − λ)(w)Q0(a, f |w )) (3)

In this:

Q0(x, y) = σxy

σxσy
· 2xy

x2 + y2
· 2σxσy
a2x + a2x

(4)

λ(w) = H (a|w )

H (a|w) + H (b|w)
(5)

Represents the scale and weighted system of wavelet noise reduction respectively,
and then find the gray scale histogram of the image in the wavelet basis vector, where
the wavelet scale is σ, and the Hennon matrix H(x, σ) of noise reduction output is:

H (x, σ )

[
Lxx(x, σ )Lxy(x, σ )

Lyx(x, σ )Lyy(x, σ )

]

(6)

where, Lxx(x, σ ) is the second derivative of g(x, y, σ ), while Lxy(x, σ ) = ∂2

∂x2
g(α),

Lxy(x, σ ), and Lyy(x, σ ) represent the image features.
According to the above image processing results, the application of image processing

technology in art design system and the design of art design system can be optimized
[3, 4].

2 Software Development of Art and Design Systems

2.1 Overall Structure of the Art and Design System

Art design system in Maplnfo software development platform, we first need to deter-
mine variables, such as variables of the SOCKADDER-IN type as image processing
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of the art design system based on Maplnfo.

control variables. After the variables are determined, the art design system can imple-
ment the software transformation in the 3Dobserver [8], using the graph generation layer,
the object domain and the 3D rendering layer [13]. The art design system framework
established from it is shown in Fig. 1.

2.2 Module Design

2.2.1 Data Storage and Read and Write Module

Data storage and reading and writing module can help the users of art design system to
realize data storage and reading and writing function, through the server and script con-
figuration, 3Dmodel exists in the art design system database, which not only includes the
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Fig. 2. Data reading and storage procedures of the Art Design system.

color rendering of art design graphics, material attributes, etc.[5, 6]. Including the texture
and characteristics of art design graphics. Rendering art and design system graphics goes
through three processes: APP, CULL, and DRAW. The relevant graphic data is read in
the art design system, and then the data is entered to get the current viewpoint through
the algorithm [8]. You can start drawing after the rendering cycle. Specifically, the data
read and stored procedures are shown in Fig. 2.

2.2.2 Human-Computer Interaction Module

The core of the art design system is the human-computer interaction module [11]. The
embedded Linux architecture can realize the human-computer interaction design of the
design of the art design system [10]. First, build a new directory, second, build the device
node under the directory, and finally, build the human-computer interaction file [16].

3 System Test and Result Analysis

In order to test the specific application of the image processing technology in the art
design system, it is necessary to carry out the simulation experiment, and the experimen-
tal environment ismainly built by theWindows 10 operating system, [12] and designs the
image processing algorithm by using various image processing tools, such as Multigen
Creator, Visual C++ 7.0, etc. The 3Dmodel library of the art and design system includes
MFCD42D. DLL and MFC420D. DLL. The selected image parameters are 600400 and
12001200, from which the edge error = 0.12, and the color compensation contrast and
structure coefficient are 0.28 and 3.89, respectively. Furthermore, the conduction system
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Fig. 3. Original image.

Fig. 4. Image Improvement Processing.

Fig. 5. Art and design rendering diagram output.

= 0.26 and the pixel-level parallax D = 180. According to the above parameters, the
image effect after noise reduction processing is shown in Fig. 4 (the original picture is
shown in Fig. 3.)
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By entering Fig. 4, Fig. 5 can be obtained. Figure 5 also confirms that the application
of image processing technology in an art design system can effectively control the quality
of image processing [14].

4 Conclusion

The key point of the design of the art design system based on image processing tech-
nology lies in the image processing algorithm. First, the appropriate image processing
algorithm should be selected to realize the efficient noise reduction and fusion of images
[7]. The development and design of art design system focuses on the loading and design
of programs and modules. Whether it is human-computer interaction module or data
storage module [15]. Only by reasonable design of these modules can the image render-
ing process of art design system be fully realized and ensure the real-time reading and
storage or output of images.
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